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Abstract—Recent research in task transfer and task clustering has necessitated the need for task similarity measures in reinforcement learning. Determining task similarity is necessary for selective transfer where only information from relevant tasks and portions of a task are transferred. Which task similarity measure to use is not immediately obvious. It can be shown that no single task similarity measure is uniformly superior. The optimal task similarity measure is dependent upon the task transfer method being employed. We define similarity in terms of tasks, and propose several possible task similarity measures, $d_T$, $d_P$, $d_Q$, and $d_R$ which are based on the transfer time, policy overlap, Q-values, and reward structure respectively. We evaluate their performance in three separate experimental situations.

I. INTRODUCTION

In an extensive reinforcement learning task library there may be many tasks that are related to the target task, but there may also be many tasks that are unrelated to the target task. Since the task transfer algorithms currently in use are all extremely sensitive to the nature and amount of similarity that is present between the source and the target tasks [1][2][3][4], a method for quantifying the similarity of two tasks is needed.

Unfortunately, task “similarity” is an ill defined term. What does it mean for two tasks to be “similar” and for another two tasks to “not be similar”? How can levels of similarity be quantified? Quantification can be even more complex because tasks can be similar in several ways.

One possible method for defining similarity would be in terms of content, meaning that similar tasks share specific features. However, it is unclear how much weight should be given to each shared feature. Even if this problem could be overcome, humans find similarity between tasks in more complex ways, for example, through analogy or metaphor. Analogies are “those problems that share a similar deep structure but not necessarily specific content” [5]. This means that tasks that have no features in common can still be considered similar.

We define task similarity in this paper with respect to a given transfer technique, where the level of similarity under a given transfer technique is an approximation to the “advantage” gained by using one task to speed the learning of another task. We posit that any general quantification of task similarity outside of this definition is meaningless. Furthermore, this definition of task similarity places the need to identify “deep structure” on the shoulders of the task transfer mechanism since if such a technique is developed, the advantage gained by using that technique can then be quantified.

II. DESIRABLE PROPERTIES OF A TASK SIMILARITY MEASURE

One of the standard uses for task similarity measures is to select a source task that can be used when learning a given target task. This is an important step since transfer from similar tasks can greatly speed the learning of the target task, while transfer from an unrelated source task can greatly degrade performance.

Therefore, one possible task similarity measure would be to actually learn a target task given a source task, and somehow measure the “advantage” gained by using the source task and call that the measure of similarity between the two tasks. This can capture the deep, analogical, or metaphorical similarity between the two tasks so long as the transfer technique is capable of utilizing such similarity. In some ways this could be the best method for measuring similarity between two tasks.

However, in other ways this technique is not helpful. Although it produces a measure of similarity, it only produces such a measure after the transfer experiment has been run. If the point is to use the task similarity measure to choose a task to use in transfer, then this task similarity measure produces a measure of similarity after it is too late to use such a measure.

It should be noted that such a measure of similarity need not be a “metric” or a “measure” in the mathematical sense of those terms, nor should it be. The process of shaping [6], for example, is based on the idea that it is faster to learn an intermediary task, and then use that task to aid the learning of a more complex task than it is to learn the more complex task from scratch. Thus shaping depends on the fact that the triangle inequality does not hold for task similarity when task similarity measures the advantage of using one task to aid the learning of another; nor is it clear that the properties of symmetry or identity should necessarily hold.

We formally define the term “task similarity measure” and its inverse “task distance measure $d(i,j)$,” as a heuristic function that has the following desirable properties:
1) The task similarity measure should provide an approximation to the amount of learning improvement that we would get when using the source task to learn the target task under a given transfer technique.

2) If \( d(l, i) > d(l, k) \) then we would hope that using task \( k \) to aid in the learning of task \( l \), would provide a better bias for learning task \( l \) than using task \( i \). Thus the task similarity measure should provide an approximation to a partial ordering for the similarity between task \( i \) and the rest of the tasks in \( L \) (where \( L \) is a task library or set of tasks).

3) The task similarity measure should be computable without actually running the transfer experiment. In other words it should be able to produce an approximate partial ordering before task \( l \) has been thoroughly learned, while the information could still be of use to aid in the learning of \( l \). The ordering can be refined as the experiment runs, but the measure should provide a useful approximation before the learning is complete.

III. THERE IS NO BEST TASK SIMILARITY MEASURE

Having a “best” measure of similarity is like having a “best” inductive bias. We would like to be able to say with some certainty exactly how similar two things are. But given the endless possibilities for analogies and metaphors, such a measure is impossible.

It can be easily shown that there exists two transfer techniques that will cause different source tasks to be more “advantageous” when learning a given target task, (as was demonstrated in [7]). It can also be shown that there exists a single source task and two target tasks and two transfer techniques, such that one transfer technique will be more effective when learning one target task, while the other will be more effective for learning the other target task.

Intuitively this is because the transfer technique imposes a bias on the target task. Since there is no best bias for learning all target tasks (the “no free lunch theorem”) there is no best transfer technique to employ for all target tasks. Further, one source task may be more useful under one transfer technique than another. Therefore, if similarity is defined as the expected usefulness of using one source task to speed the learning of another target task, there can be no “best” task similarity measure apart from the transfer technique employed.

This doesn’t mean that task similarity measures are not useful in task libraries. However, this does mean that we can not directly talk about how similar two tasks are and that task similarity must be defined relative to some transfer mechanism.

IV. PROPOSED TASK SIMILARITY MEASURES

We propose several task similarity measures, \( d_T, d_P, d_Q, \) and \( d_R \).

\( d_T \) is the technique already described above, where the transfer experiment is actually run, and the “advantage” is quantifiably measured. This technique actually requires that the transfer experiment be run, and is therefore not helpful in choosing tasks for transfer, but could have other conceivable uses. The exact manner in which the advantage should be quantified is one of the major challenges with \( d_T \). We used several techniques, including the average reward received within some window of time, and the time to “convergence.” Primarily we used this task similarity measure to evaluate the ability of the other task similarity measures to provide a useful approximation to \( d_T \).

Policy overlap (\( d_P \)) finds the number of states with identical policy (maximum utility). This is perhaps the most obvious approximation to \( d_T \), however, this can be problematical in states with two or more actions with nearly equal utility. If the action with the maximum utility differs, but the difference in utility is only slightly different, should there really be 0 policy overlap? Furthermore, differences in policy in one state may be more important than differences in another. None of these features are captured by a simple policy overlap task similarity measure. Sebastian Thrun used \( d_P \) together with a description length parameter to learn sub-skills in a suite of tasks [8].

If Q-learning is used, another simple task similarity measure can be constructed from the mean squared error between the Q-Values \( Q(s, a) \) (the expected discounted future reward for taking action \( a \) in state \( s \)) of the source and target tasks. We call this task distance measure \( d_Q \).

If the expected immediate reward for taking action \( a \) in state \( s \) (what we call the R-Values or \( R(s, a) \)) are stored, we can construct another task distance measure, \( d_R \) from the mean squared error between these values in the source and target tasks.

Which task similarity measure (or combination of task similarity measures) to use will depend upon the types of tasks in the library and the transfer techniques that the agent uses.

V. TASK CLUSTERING

Once a task similarity measure has been established, it is possible to use that measure to cluster the tasks in a library. There could be many advantages to clustering tasks in a library. As the agent explores a portion of the space of a target task, and finds that this portion is similar to the same portion in a group of clustered tasks, then it may be reasonable to assume that the new target task might also share similarities with this cluster of tasks in other parts of its state space. Thus clustering could simplify the process of picking a set of tasks from which to transfer. Task Clustering could even lead to the automation of this process.

Sebastian Thrun has already shown how task clustering might work with the generation of a task library system in the domain of classification tasks [9] [10]. In reinforcement learning the situation is more complex.

Task clustering may be useful in an eventual multiple task transfer mechanism because it may be easier to find a cluster of similar tasks than to determine the most similar task in a library. Furthermore, transferring features from a cluster of similar tasks may be more effective than transferring from the
most similar task in the library, because the cluster of tasks may be more likely to capture invariants that all such tasks share rather than details specific to a given task [2].

We employed a simple merge clustering algorithm that first placed each task into its own cluster and then found the two tasks with the minimum distance between them, and merged them into a cluster, and then repeated. Different cluster trees were generated with different task similarity measures. This allowed the agent to capture a different set of features that the tasks have in common. By analyzing the different trees generated by different task similarity measures it is possible to compare the different properties of each task similarity measure.

VI. METHODOLOGY

In our experiments we used a complex grid world of size 50 by 50, where an agent can face one of eight directions and move either forward or backward, and turn an eighth to the left or right (for more information on this world see [10][7]). To test our task similarity measures we performed three classes of experiments, the moving goal experiments, the expanding obstacle experiments, and the clustering experiments. In all cases, the transfer mechanism employed was direct transfer (for more information on transfer mechanisms see [7]).

1) In the moving goal case we generated 74 different tasks by placing one goal in each task in varying positions chosen to create an approximately uniform distribution of tasks across the grid world maze. We picked one task, and used each of the other tasks as source tasks to speed the learning of this one target task generating $d_T$. We then analyzed how this advantage was approximated by the other three distance measures $d_Q$, $d_R$, and $d_P$. We computed the distance from each task to the target task both with the target task thoroughly learned (ran until convergence) and partly learned (prematurely stopped at 300,000 steps). This allowed us to determine how quickly the measures were able to generate their approximations.

2) For the expanding obstacle set of experiments we placed a single obstacle in the center of the complex grid world, and allowed this obstacle to vary in size from task to task. As before we tested the distance measures both thoroughly and partially learned.

3) For clustering we placed several goals in the general area of the bottom left, and several goals in the general area of the upper right. In half of the tasks we removed all the obstacles from the complex grid world, generating a large open room. In the other half we placed a single obstacle of uniform size and shape in the center of the world. This allowed us to compare each distance measure’s sensitivity to general policy trends (bottom left to upper right, or upper right to bottom left) with each distance measure’s sensitivity to the existence of the obstacle.
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of transfer is to aid in the learning of the Q-values in the target task, requiring fully learned Q-values in the target task is unrealistic.

The moving goal results for $d_P$ are very similar to $d_Q$ (see Figure 3). This measure also requires that the tasks are thoroughly learned before providing an accurate estimate of task similarity in the moving goal case (see Figure 4). $d_R$ converges long before $d_Q$ or $d_P$. In general, rewards can be learned long before the correct Q-values (and the correct policies) can be propagated back through the state space. The problem with $d_R$ in this case, is that if there are two tasks in the library, one with a reward moved a small amount from the target location and another with the reward moved a large distance from the target location, both will appear to be equally similar to the target task. In our moving goal test all of the tasks in the library are the same except for the location of the goal, the very attribute $d_R$ can not differentiate (see Figure 5). Since $d_R$ does not perform in this case even when thoroughly learned, it is no surprise that it also failed when partially learned (graph not shown for space).

**B. Expanding Obstacle Experiments**

In the expanding obstacle case, $d_Q$, $d_P$, and $d_R$ were good approximations to $d_T$ when the target task was thoroughly learned (see Figures 6, 8, and 10). When the target task was not thoroughly learned $d_Q$ and $d_R$ were good approximations to $d_T$, while $d_P$ was not (see Figures 7, 9, and 11).

Note that $d_Q$ was a good approximation to $d_T$ before the Q-values in the target task were thoroughly learned in the expanding obstacle case, but failed to do so in the moving goal case. The difference between the moving goal result and expanding obstacle result can be easily explained by the following example. In the moving goal case, it often happens that there are some source tasks with a goal that is a small distance from the goal's location in the target task, and other source tasks with the goal placed a large distance from the goal's location in the target task. If the agent has only learned the Q-values close to the goals, then the distances computed will be the same regardless of the distance the goal was moved until the Q-values back up a sufficient distance. However, in the expanding obstacle case, the agent can quickly learn the Q-values going into the obstacle. Since the other Q-values will be nearly the same during the initial stages of learning, the Q-values near the obstacle dominate in the distance computation and will provide an excellent approximation to the difference in the final Q-values that would eventually be learned by the agent. Thus, in this case, the initial approximation provided by $d_Q$ is approximately correct, while it is not correct in the moving goal case.

$d_P$'s behavior in the expanding obstacle case is very similar to its behavior in the moving goal case when the tasks were...
Fig. 7. $d_Q$ on the x axis vs $d_T$ on the y axis. When the target task is partially learned the distance measure provides a good approximation to transfer time in the expanding obstacle case.

Fig. 8. $d_P$ on the x axis vs $d_T$ on the y axis, expanding obstacle case.

Fig. 9. $d_P$ on the x axis vs $d_T$ on the y axis. When the target task is partially learned $d_P(i, k)$ cannot provide a good approximation to transfer time in the expanding obstacle case, unlike $d_Q(i, k)$.

Fig. 10. $d_R$ on the x axis vs $d_T$ on the y axis, expanding obstacle case.

Fig. 11. $d_R$ on the x axis vs $d_T$ on the y axis. When the target task is partially learned $d_R(i, k)$ can provide a good approximation to transfer time in the expanding obstacle case.

thoroughly learned, except that in our complex grid world maze there are often several optimal policies that can lead to the goal. This caused the task similarity measure to be more noisy than in the moving goal case.

Unlike $d_Q$, $d_P$ was unable to provide a good approximation before the policy was thoroughly learned even in the expanding obstacle case. This makes sense because $d_P$ measures the overlap in the optimal policy. Although the agent quickly ruled out actions that took it into the obstacle, it had not yet learned the optimal policy, and this technique doesn’t take into account what it had learned about what not to do.

In the expanding obstacle case, $d_R$ was a good approxima-

C. Clustering

The cluster tree based upon $d_Q$ correctly separated out tasks that had the goal near the upper right from those tasks that had the goal near the bottom left. These categories of tasks were then further broken down into tasks that had an obstacle from those tasks that had no obstacle (see figure 12). This shows that $d_Q$ is more sensitive to the general policy of the task than it is to the presence of obstacles, yet it was able to detect the presence of the obstacles.

Like $d_Q$, $d_P$ is more sensitive to the general policy than it is to the presence or absence of obstacles in the task (see

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTS AND SUCCESSFUL TASK SIMILARITY MEASURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fully learned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving goal</td>
<td>$d_Q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expanding obstacle</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Different distance measures often capture different types of differences between tasks. Both $d_Q$ and $d_P$ best capture trends in the overall policy but are only accurate after the Q-values or the policy have been learned. However, approximations to these values can be computed before the Q-values or policy have been thoroughly learned. The accuracy of the approximation will depend upon the type of task being learned, and the task similarity measure employed. In the moving goal case the task must be more thoroughly learned than in the expanding obstacle case for $d_Q$ to provide an accurate approximation. In both cases $d_P$ requires the task to be more thoroughly learned than does $d_Q$. $d_R$ can be computed before the policy has been learned, but is less sensitive to overall policy trends. In the moving goal case $d_R$ is not just less sensitive to over all policy trends, it is incapable of determining the difference between moving a goal a short distance vs. moving the goal a long distance.

**IX. Future Research**

A heuristic with the ability to return a useful approximation of task similarity before the tasks are learned, like $d_R$, but which captures differences in policies like $d_Q$ or $d_P$ should be developed.

An analogy based task similarity measure would be extremely useful, however, it is not clear how to build such a measure.

Eventually the system should compute multiple task similarity measures for the tasks in the library and then automatically select a set of tasks and transfer techniques suited to the target task.
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